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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Difficult for residents to understand consequences of their actions on the patient and the medical (or medical physics) profession.Determine what professionalism is and what topics to teach.Determine how we’re going to assess trainee understanding.Find ways to get trainees to internalize the concepts and attitudes so they will be expressed in behaviors.



Professionalism and ABR
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Six Competencies for 
Medical Physics

Competency Description
Medical Knowledge The diplomat has sufficient knowledge of medical physics to 

practice in a clinical environment

Patient care and procedural
skills

The diplomat interacts well with patients to the extent necessary in 
his or her practice.  He or she has the skills necessary to make 
medical physics measurements required in the practice 
environment.

Interpersonal and
communication skills

The diplomat is able to communicate well with physicians, 
technologists, and service personnel.  The diplomat 
communicates in a professional environment.  

Practice-based learning and 
improvement

The diplomat learns new skills and reviews established skills as 
required for the safe and effective practice of medical physics.  
The diplomat works to improve quality and safety of the practice(s) 
in which he or she participates.

Systems-based practice
The diplomat is knowledgeable about the environment in which he 
or she practices and is respectful of the roles of other individuals 
in the practice environment.

Professionalism The diplomat practices in a respectful and ethical manner.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ethics for physicists – AAPM TG Report #109.  This has four major sections: professional, research, education, and business.



Professionalism and ACGME
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Professionalism
Residents must demonstrate a commitment 
to carrying out professional responsibilities 
and an adherence to ethical principles.



ACGME Core Competencies
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Professionalism
• Compassion, integrity, and respect for others
• Responsiveness to patient needs that supersedes self-interest
• Respect for patient privacy and autonomy
• Accountability to patients, society, and the profession
• Respect and responsiveness to diverse patient populations
• Ability to recognize and develop a plan for one’s own well-being
• Appropriately disclosing and addressing conflict or duality of interest

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ACGME has seven (7) Core Professionalism Competencies 



ACGME Core Competencies
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Professionalism
• Compassion, integrity, and respect for others
• Responsiveness to patient needs that supersedes self-interest
• Respect for patient privacy and autonomy
• Accountability to patients, society, and the profession
• Respect and responsiveness to diverse patient populations
• Ability to recognize and develop a plan for one’s own well-being
• Appropriately disclosing and addressing conflict or duality of interest

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Residents must demonstrate competence in:Compassion, integrity, and respect for others;Responsiveness to patient needs that supersedes self-interest;Respect for patient privacy and autonomy;Accountability to patients, society, and the profession; Respect and responsiveness to diverse patient populations, including but not limited to diversity in gender, age, culture, race, religion, disabilities, national origin, socioeconomic status, and sexual orientation;Ability to recognize and develop a plan for one’s own personal and professional well-being; and,Appropriately disclosing and addressing conflict or duality of interest



Another ACGME Core Competency
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Systems-based Practice

Advocating for quality patient care and optimal patient care systems

Working in inter-professional teams to enhance patient safety and 
improve patient care quality

Understanding health care finances and its impact on individual 
patients’ health decisions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Residents must understand that health care is a system and to be able to use that system to provide optimal health care.



Systems-Based View of Professionalism
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A set of behaviors, enabled by a specific set of skills.

Allows for an explicit growth and development model that can 
be learned by anyone under the right conditions.

Lesser et al.  A Behavioral and Systems View of Professionalism. 
JAMA. 2010; 304(24): 2732-7.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The traditional notion that professionalism is a strictly attitudinal competency based on immutable character traits.



Effectively Teaching Professionalism
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Experiential learning – replace or amplify real life experience 
with guided experiences. 

Encourage self-reflection and promote ‘mindfulness’ or 
‘reflective practice’

Cruess and Cruess. Teaching professionalism: general principles. 
Medical Teacher. 2006; 28(3): 205–8.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There must be structured opportunities that allow students, residents and, indeed, practitioners to discuss professional issues in a safe environment, personalize them and, it is hoped, internalize them over the course of education and training. 



Professionalism & Communication
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Assessment
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Brown et al. A program to train medical physicists for direct patient care responsibilities. 
JACMP. 2018; 16(6): 332–5.

Mentor AssessmentSelf Assessment



A Professionalism Course
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Title:  Leadership & Professionalism

Trainees:  Physics and Medical Residents.

Goal:  To provide residents with practical information that is 
not found in any textbook or other source. 

Format:  Guided discussion, minimal class preparation

Frequency:  Monthly



Which topics to teach?
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Review literature and on-line content

Focus on patterns of behavior or a single egregious incident

Look at your own past, things you could have done better



Topics in Professionalism
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Job Search

Early Career

Mid/Late Career

Presentations

Publications, Journals, 
Books, & Chapters

Residency & Training

Mentee, Mentorship, 
& Sponsorship

Professional Societies

Work & Life Balance

Professional 
Relationships

Meetings

Being a Leader

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Class 1:	Job SearchAcademic vs private practiceHow to know where to find jobs and postingsHow to apply, interview, negotiate, etc.How to compare job offers and get adviceClass 2:	Early CareerMaking a first impression, dress code, etc.Realistic expectations and goals, how to become knownWhen to say ‘yes’ and how to say ‘no’, how to get promotedDealing with your boss – making him or her happy, asking for a raise Knowing one’s limits, asking for help/adviceTimeliness of tasks, attendance, who’s askingThe balance of humility and tooting one’s hornHow to disagree without being disagreeable Class 3:	Mid/Late CareerBuilding and maintaining your reputation When or if to make a change Deciding to be or not to be the bossDealing with younger colleaguesGiving and writing recommendations, letters, etc.Class 4:	PresentationsThe different types of presentations How to use PPT effectively – know your audienceStrategies to give a good talk, e.g., length, open, close, etc.Recycling talksClass 5:	Publications, Journals, Book Chapters, and BooksHow to review a paper and write a reviewHow to respond to a critiqueWhat is the role of the Editor, Senior Editor, etc.?Authorship order, copyright Editing/writing books and book chaptersClass 6:	Residency and TrainingWhat makes a good teacher, how to teachHow to treat a traineeHow to give constructive criticismHow much independence and how soon or late Class 7:	Mentee, Mentorship, and SponsorshipHow to be a menteeHow to select a mentorHow to be a mentorThe role and value of sponsorshipGiving advice and criticism: 1) when it’s requested, 2) when it has not been requestedClass 8:	Professional SocietiesThe value to our profession and to you (networking)How to get involved, how to deal with being too involvedHow to participate in committees and move up the ranksWhat are the relevant professional societiesStructure and function of the AAPM and ASTROClass 9:	Work and Life Balance Prioritizing Time management, goal management Including your personal life, anger, frustration, etc.Email management – writing, responding, etc.Time away – taking a vacationFollowing up and getting things doneClass 10:	Professional RelationshipsCovering for your colleaguesBeing a team player, accessibility, humility, etc.Dealing with a difficult colleague, taking the high roadHow to collaborate with colleagues, hospital administration, etc.Vendor and industry How to interact with colleagues up, down, and acrossIssues with money, compensation, incentive differences, etc.Competitiveness; the good and badClass 11:	MeetingsHow to set an agendaHow to run a meetingHow to participate in a meeting, in-person, call-in, etc.Follow up and action itemsClass 12:	Being a LeaderDifferent leadership styles – which one are you?Leading the team you have, not the team you wantHow to delegate down, across, and upTransparency, fairness, and equityHow to help your team be successfulHow to recruit and retain, behavioral interviewing, etc.Taking ownership, allowing ownership – early career and mid/late careerMicromanaging, oversight, the right amount of controlWhat kind of communicator are you, vision, moral, expectations, etc.Giving/creating opportunities, favoritism, etc.Holding grudges by you and about you, etc.Titles for people that work for you (honorary, real, etc.)Governance approachesThe purpose of goal setting and how to do it for your team (and you)Diversity, inclusion, and culture



Topics in Professionalism
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Being a Leader

Professional 
Relationships

• How to delegate up, down, and across

• Transparency, fairness, and equity

• Diversity, inclusion, and culture

• Being a team player, accessibility, humility, etc.

• Working with vendors and industry

• Interacting with colleagues up, down, and across

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Class 10:	Professional RelationshipsCovering for your colleaguesDealing with a difficult colleague, taking the high roadHow to collaborate with colleagues, hospital administration, etc.Issues with money, compensation, incentive differences, etc.Competitiveness; the good and badClass 12:	Being a LeaderDifferent leadership styles – which one are you?Leading the team you have, not the team you wantHow to help your team be successfulHow to recruit and retain, behavioral interviewing, etc.Taking ownership, allowing ownership – early career and mid/late careerMicromanaging, oversight, the right amount of controlWhat kind of communicator are you, vision, moral, expectations, etc.Giving/creating opportunities, favoritism, etc.Holding grudges by you and about you, etc.Titles for people that work for you (honorary, real, etc.)Governance approachesThe purpose of goal setting and how to do it for your team (and you)Diversity, inclusion, and culture



Other ACGME Core Competencies
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Systems-based Practice

Advocating for quality patient care and optimal patient care systems

Working in inter-professional teams to enhance patient safety and 
improve patient care quality

Understanding health care finances and its impact on individual 
patients’ health decisions



Topics in Business
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Staffing Levels and 
Productivity

Compensation

New Program Startup

Satellites & Affiliations

Department Funding

Business 
Development

Contracting

Billing & Collections

Research & Training



Topics in Business
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New Program 
Startup

Compensation

• Defining the scope of the program

• Creating a business plan

• Developing an implementation plan

• Determining how much to pay physicians

• Determining how much to pay physicists

• Creating an incentive bonus plan for both



Other ACGME Core Competencies
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Systems-based Practice

Advocating for quality patient care and optimal patient care systems

Working in inter-professional teams to enhance patient safety and 
improve patient care quality

Understanding health care finances and its impact on individual 
patients’ health decisions



Advocating
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Get the trainees to learn how to communicate effectively



Summary
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Determine what professionalism topics to teach

Determine how you will assess trainee understanding

Encourage self-reflection so that trainees internalize concepts of 
professionalism and express those in behaviors



Thank you!
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